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On stationary unilateral problems 

Z. NANIEWICZ and CZ. WOZNIAK (WAR.SZAWA) 

THE OBJECI'IVE of the paper is twofold. Firstly, using the methods of nonstandard analysis,. 
we prove that the general form of stationary problems with unilateral (explicit) constraints 
imposed on displacements, strains and stresses can be derived from a certain class of nonstan
dard potential unconstrained problems. Secondly, using the theory of maximal monotone 
operators, we formulate some existence results for problems with unilateral constraints imposed 
exclusively on: 1) displacements and stresses, 2) strains and stresses, 3) strains. 

Praca rna dwojaki eel. Po pierwsze, stosuj~c metody analizy niestandardowej wykazujemy, i:e· 
og6ln~ postac zagadnien stacjonamych z wi~zami jednostronnymi dla przemieszczen, odksztal
cen i nap~:ien mo:ina otrzymac z pewnej klasy niestandardowych zagadnien potencjalnych bez 
wi~z6w. Po drugie, korzystaj~c z teorii operator6w maksymalnie monotonicznych, formulujemy 
pewne twierdzenia o istnieniu dla problem6w z wi~zami jednostronnymi nalo:ionymi wy~cznie 
na: 1) przemieszczenia i napr~:ienia, 2) odksztalcenia i napr~:ienia, 3) odksztalcenia. 

Pa6o-ra HMeeT ~OHI<YIO ~em.. Bo-nepBbiX, npHMemiH MeTO~I ue~pmoro aHaJIH38,. 
noi<aabiBaeM, liTO o6unm BH.ll ~ouapHbiX 38,llaq c o,llHOCTOpoHHHMH CBH3HMH wm nepe
Me~emm, .[le4>opMarnrll H uanp.IDKemrli MoH<Ho nOJiyqwn. H3 Hei<oroporo I<Jiacca He~pT
HbiX llOTe~aJILHbiX 38,ll&q 6e3 CBH3eii. Bo-BTOpbiX, HCDOm.3YH Teopmo Mai<CHMam.HO MO
HOTOHHbiX onepaTopoB, 4>opMyJIHpyeM Hei<oTOpbie reopeMbi ~eCTBoBamm wm npo6neM 
C O,llHOCTOpOHHHMH CBH3HMH, HaJIO>KeHHbiMH HCI<JIIO~JILHO ua: 1) nepeMe~eHHH H Ha

npH>KeHHH, 2) ,[le4>opMa~ H HanpH>KeHHH, 3) ,lle4>opMa~. 

1. Nonstandard methods in rational mechanics 

METHODS of nonstandard analysis (nonstandard methods), introduced by A. RoBINSON 

[1, 2], and then developed by many authors [3-7], are based on the fact that for every 
mathematical (full) structure M there exists another structure * M which is an enlargement 
of M. The relevant properties of * M are: 

1) every statement k which is meaningful and true forM is also meaningful and true 
for* M (statement k has to be expressed in a certain formal language), 

2) every entity a of M extends uniquely and naturally to a certain "standard" entity 
*a of *M, 

3) if e e * M, then x e e implies x e * M, 
4) if a, a eM, is an infinite set, then set *(a): = {*x!x e a} (set of all standard enti

ties belonging to *a) is not an element of* M, 
5) if a, a eM, is an infinite set, and only in this case, does *a contains "nonstandard'" 

elements: *a"'. *(a) =1= c/J. 
In what follows we shall always assume that R e M, R being the set of real numbers. 

From the forementioned properties of * M it follows that * R contains standard real num
bers (elements of *(R)) as well as nonstandard real numbers (elements of *R"'. *(R)). 
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424 Z. NANIEWicz AND Cz. WozNIAK 

It can be also shown that * R constitutes a non-Archimedean ordered field and hence 
it contains numbers which are infinitely small and infinitely large. The existence of such 
numbers makes it possible to describe situations in mechanics in which objects or phenom
ena of the "different order" in magnitude ("micro" or "macro" objects) have to be 
taken into account. The nonstandard description of some problems in mechanics is desir
able from a heuristic point of view mainly by the avoidance of passages to a limit at 
different stages. 

Let T be any formalized theory in rational mechanics having as a model a certain 
mathematical structure M. Structure * M constitutes what will be called the nonstandard 
model ofT. If A, A EM, stands for (an infinite) set of governing relations of T in M, 
then *A is a set of governing relations of Tin * M. The main feature of *A (provided that 
A is infinite) is that apart from "standard" governing relations it also contains "non
standard" governing relations. Some relations from the "nonstandard" governing ones 
can be used in order to describe certain new physical situations. Thus the key point of 
the procedure is to select from *A a subset B of nonstandard relations which describes 
in* M the new physical situation we are to investigate. We shall confine ourselves to the 
cases in which for every (! E B we have (! c * Z 1 x . . . x * Zn where every Zi, i = 1 , ... , n, 
is a certain topological space and *Z1 is its nonstandard extension. The choice of spaces 
Z 1 (such that (! c *Z1 x ... x *Zn holds for every (! E B) depends on the character of the 
problem under consideration. Moreover, let 1-'t(*zi), zi E Z 1, stand for a topological 
monad of a standard point *z, *zi E *Z1 (if Z 1 is a metric space, then /-'i(*zi) is a set of 
all points in *Zi which are infinitely close to *zi). To every e E B we can now assign the 
relation <Z>e, <Z>e E M, defined by 

(I. I) (Z)(}: = {(zJ ' ... 'Zn) E zl X ... X Znl!-'t(*z,)ndom,e ¥= ¢' i = 1' ... 'n} 

which is called the shadow of(!, e E B, in Z = Z 1 x ... x Zn, [7, 8]. We shall also assume 
that every e E Bhasin Z = Z 1 x ... x Zn a nonempty shadow <z>e. This shadow can be 
interpreted, from the physical point of view, as a certain "macro" description of a situa
tion which in * M is described by the relation (! E B. Putting (Z) B: = ez>ele E B} we shall 
interpret <z>e as a set of governing relations in M of a certain "new" theory in rational 
mechanics. The forementioned line of approach is given by the scheme 

(1.2) (MEA)-+ (*ME *A)-+ (*A::>::> B)-+ (M E(Z)B), 

in which the specification B from *A and the choice of Z = Z 1 x . . . x Zn play the most 
important role, while the set A is assumed to be known. For particulars the reader may 
consult [8]. 

2. Nonstandard approach to stationary unilateral problems 

2.1. Stationary bilateral problems 

Let [J be the known regular region in R3 occupied by the body in the reference con
figuration, u:!J-+ R3 be the displacement field and E:!J-+ R< 3 x 3> be the strain tensor 
field (R< 3 x 3> stands for the set of all symmetric real 3 x 3 matrices). Fields u and E will 
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ON STATIONARY UNILATERAL PROBLEMS 425 

be treated as elements of certain linear topological spaces V and Y, respectively. By L: 
L: V-+ Y we define a linear mapping, such that Lu(x) stands for a symmetric part of the 
gradient of u at x, x E X, and by L *: Y' -+ V' we define the conjugate of L, where 
(V, (, ), V') and (Y, [, ], Y') are the suitable dual pairings. The external and internal for
ces will be represented by the linear functionals f E V' and S E Y', respectively. In what 
follows we shall confine ourselves to the stationary problems of the small deformation 
gradient theory only. Hence the strain field will be related to the displacement field by 

(2.1) E = Lu 

and the equilibrium conditions will be assumed in the form 

(2.2) L*S =f. 
In this Subsection we shall confine ourselves to the problems in mechanics in which there 
are known two differentiable convex potentials n: V -+ R, a: Y -+ R, such that the follow
ing constitutive equations hold: 

(2.3) f = -n'(u), S = a'(E), 

where n', a' are Gateaux derivatives of n, a, respectively. Every problem under 
consideration can be stated as follows: for the known potentials a, n, find (u, E,f, S) E 

E Vx Yx V' x Y', such that Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) hold. Let us observe that all the restrictions 
which a priori are imposed on (u, E,f, S) (and which are called constraints) are deter
mined by the character of the linear spaces V, Y. Thus we deal here with the special kind 
of coJ}straints which are referred to as the bilateral constraints. Analogously, the prob
lems under consideration can be referred to as stationary (potential) bilateral problems (1). 

In the general case, stationary problems in solid mechanics (treated within the small 
deformation gradient theory) are determined by the form of constitutive relations; in 
what follows we shall deal with the internal constitutive relations (which will be repre
sented by subsets in Y x Y') and external constitutive relations (represented by subsets 
in Vx V'). 

2.2. Nonstandard approach to the unilateral internal constraints 

In many stationary problems in solid mechanics the internal constitutive relations 
can be postulated in the form, [9]. 

(2.4) 

where rand l: are the known nonempty closed convex subsets of Y and Y', respectively, 
and 0'0 : Y'-+ R is the known differentiable function; here and in what follows x stands 
for the indicator function of subset M in a certain linear topological space X and oq;(x) 

is a subdifferential of function q;:X-+ R defined on such a space. If r or l: are not the 
subspaces of y or Y', respectively, then the restrictions of the form E E r, So E E, which 
are implied by the relati?ns (2.4), are referred to as unilateral (convex) constraints. 

The aim of this Subsection is to prove the following: 

(
1
) It must be stressed that a stationary bilateral problem descrilx.s a certain situation in solid mech

anics only if the spaces V, Y as well as the potentials ct. T are properly chosen. 

11 Arch. Mecb. Stos. 4-5/8' 
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PRoPOSITION 2.1. Every internal constitutive relation of the form (2.4) coincides with 
the shadow in Yx Y' of a certain constitutive relation having the form (2.3h with ex e *A, 
A being the set of all constitutive potentials ex: Y --+ R. 

The physical sense of Proposition 2.1 is that the constitutive relations with the unilat
eral Internal constraints can be derived, using the nonstandard line of approach (1.2), 
from the constitutive equations with bilateral internal constraints. 

In order to prove Proposition 2.1, we have to assume that there are known: 
1) the differentiable convex potential u0 : Y'--+ R, 
2) the closed, convex and nonempty subsets r, E of Y, Y', respectively. 
It follows from the fact that the triple (u0 , r, E) uniquely determines the constitutive 

relation (2.4) as a set of pairs (E, S) e Y x Y' satisfying the relation (2.4) for some (Eo, S0)e 
e Y x Y'. Let y: * Y --+ * R and u R: * Y' --+ * R be internal, convex and differentiable func
tions such that (2) 

{
{0} if Ee*F, {{0} if Se*E, 

y(E) E * R""p,(R) if E E *Y""-p,(F), uR(S) E * R""p,(R) if S E *Y''\._p,(E), 

(2.5) 

and such that function ( u 0 + u R)* : * Y --+ * R, which is polar to ( u 0 + u R): * Y' --+ * R, is 
differentiable (3). Now define 

(2.6) rx(E) = [(u0 +uR)*+y](E), E E *Y, 

and 

(2.7) S0 = [(u0 +uR)*]'(E), E E *Y. 

Hence we obtain 

(2.8) rx'(E) = S 0 +y'(E), E = u~(S0)+u~(So). 

Using the relations (2.8) we see that the (nonstandard) constitutive equation S = cx(E), 
with ex(·) given by Eq. (2.6), is equivalent to the system of standard equations 

(2.9) S = So+SR, E = Eo+ER, Eo= u~(So) 

and (in general nonstandard) two binary relations in *Yx *Y': 

(2.10) SR = y'(E), ER = u~(So). 

Taking into account the postulated form of y( ·) and uR( · ), given by Eq. (2.5), it is easy 
to conclude that the shadows in Yx Y' of the relations (2.10)1 and (2.10)2 are given by 

(2.11) SR E ax;.(E), ERE axx(So), 

respectively. Now combining Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) we arrive at the internal constitutive 
relation (2.4), which ends the proof of Proposition (2.1). 

Let us observe that the passage from potential constitutive equation of the form (2.3h 
(with the bilateral constraints only) to the constitutive relations of the form (2.4) (which 
can involve also unilateral constraints) which was outlined above, is an example of the 

(2) We define p.(K) = U p.(a), a e K, for any subset K of • X where X is an arbitrary topological space 
K is an arbitrary set of standard points in • X, and where p. (a) is a topological monad of any a e K. 

(l) For the existence of the functions t:p, aa, cf. [19]. 
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nonstandard procedure given on scheme (1.2). The key point of the procedure is to specify 
a proper form (2.6) of the (nonstandard) constitutive potentials <X, <X E *A, A being the 
sef of all constitutive potentials which determines the constitutive equations (2.3)2. 

2.3. Nonstandard approach to the unilateral external constraints 

There exist stationary problems in solid mechanics in which the external constitutive 
relations ( cf. Sect. 2.2) are postulated in the form [9], 

(2.12) f Efo- OXs(u), ft E flo- 0X.1{fo), Uo = -y~(fo), 

where E and L1 are the known nonempty closed convex subsets in V and V', respectively, 
and ~0 : V' -+ R is the known differentiable function. If E or L1 are not the subspaces of 
V or V', respectively, then the formulas (2.12) imply the restrictions of the form: u E E, 
fo E L1, which are called unilateral external (convex) constraints. In this Subsection we 
are to show that the constitutive relations (2.12) (which can involve unilateral constraints) 
can be obtained from the constitutive equations (2.3)1 (which can involve bilateral con
straints only) by applying the nonstandard line of approach (1.2). To this aid we shall 
prove the following: 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Every external constitutive relation of the form (2.12) coincides with 
the shadow in V x V' of a certain constitutive relation having the form (2.3) 1 with n E * P, 
P being the set of all constitutive potentials n: V-+ R of the external forces. 

The proof of the Proposition (2.2) is similar to that of Proposition 2.2. Firstly we 
assume that there is known an arbitrary but fixed triple ( ~0 , E, Ll) which uniquely deter
mines the constitutive relation {2.12). Then we introduce the internal, convex and differ
entiable functions ~: * V -+ * R and ~R: * V' -+ * R, such that 

{ 
{0} if u E * E, . 

~(u) E * R+ ""-t-t(R) if u E *V"'-t-t(E), 

and that function (- ~0 - ~R)*: *V-+ * R, which is polar to (- ~0 - ~~): *V'-+ * R, is 
differentiable (4). Now putting 

n(u) = [-(-~0 -dR)*+~](u), u E *V, 

fo = [(- ~o- ~R)*]'(u), u E *V, 
(2.13) 

we can easily conclude that the (nonstandard) constitutive equation f = - n' (u) is equiva
lent to the standard equations 

(2.14) 

and, in general, to the nonstandard equations 

(2.15) 

Taking into account the postulated form of~(·) and ~R( ·),we conclude that the relations 
(2.15)h2 (which are binary relations in *Vx *V') have in Vx V' their shadows in the form 

(2.16) 

(
4

) For the existence of functions ;, ~R. cf. [19]. 
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Combining together Eqs. (2.14) and (2.16) we arrive at the constitutive relation (2.12) 
which ends the proof of Proposition 2.2. Thus the general conclusion is that using the 
nonstandard line of approach, discussed in Sect. 1, we can easily pass from the well-known 
equations (2.3)1 (which determine the potential external forces) to the rather complicated 
relations (2.12) which can involve unilateral constraints. 

2.4. Stationary unilateral problems 

Starting from physical considerations, from now on we assume that 

1 
a0 (S) = 2 [KS, S], 

1 
~o(f) = 2 < Gf,f), 

where K: Y' --. Y, G: V' --. V are the known linear operators. Hence E0 = KS 0 , u0 = - G/0 

and the formulas (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and (2.12) yield the following system of four variatio
nal inequalities: 

(2.17) 

L*S-f0 e -oxs(u), 

S-So E oxr(Lu), 

Lu-KS0 E ox.z:(So), 

u- G(-fo) E - oxif(fo). 

In what follows we shall also confine ourselves to the case of the "dead" external forces, 
putting L1 = {/}, where I is the known element of V'. Then oxi!(fo) = V and the system 
(2.17) reduces to 

(2.18) 

L*S-l e -oxs(u), 

S-So E ox.r(Lu), 

Lu-KS0 E ox.z:(So), 

and the stationary problem of solid mechanics with (convex) constraints imposed on 
displacement, strain and stress fields can be stated as follows: for the known linear oper
ator K: Y' __. y and the known subsets E, r, 1: in v, Y, Y', respectively, find (u, s, So) E 

E V x Y' x Y' such that the relations (2.18) hold. If the constraints (determined by the 
sets E, r, E) are unilateral, then we deal with the stationary unilateral problem. In Sect. 
3 we are to investigate, from the analytical point of view, three special cases of problems 
governed by the relations (2.18), namely: 

1) Problems with constraints imposed on displacement and stress fields. In this case 
r = y and the relations (2.18) reduce to 

(2.19) 

with (u, S) as the basic unknown. 

L*S-l e -oxs(u), 

Lu-KS E OX.z:(S), 

2) Problems with constraints imposed on strain and stress fields. In this case E = V; 
putting SR = S-S0 ·we obtain from the relations (2.18) the following form of governing 
relations: 
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(2.20) Lu- KS0 E axr(S0 ), 

sR e ax (Lu), 

in which (u, S0 , SR) is the basic unknown. 
3) Problems with constraints imposed on strain fields (problems for ideal locking 

materials). In this case E = V, 1: = Y' and putting A= K- 1
, SR = S-S0 we obtain 

from the relations (2.18) the governing relations 

(2.21) 
L*(ALu+SR)-l = 0, 

with (u, SR) as the basic unknown. 
It must be stressed that apart from the constraints mentioned above (i.e. determined 

by the sets E, r, .E, L1) which can be unilateral, we can also deal with the bilateral con
straints introduced by spaces V and Y. All constraints under consideration are called 
explicit constraints since the sets E, r, 1: and L1 in the formulas (2.17) are known a priori, 
i.e. they are independent of the basic unknowns. 

3. Some stationary problems with constraints for displacements, strains and stresses 

3.1. Constraints for displacements and stresses 

We start with the mixed problem formulated in Sect 2.4: find the displacement field 
u E E and the stress field S E 1: such that the following system of two variational inequal
ities hold: 

(P) 

or, equivalently, 
l
L*S-1 e -axs(u) 

Lu-KS E axx(S), 

l (L*S-l, v-u) ~ 0, 

[KS-Lu, T-S] ~ 0, 

VveE, 

VTE£. 

It is assumed that V and Y are reflexive Banach spaces and that K is demicontinuous and 
strong monotone, i.e. 

[KS-KT, S-T] ~ellS-Til~, VS, Te Y', c > 0. 

The sets E c: V and .E c: Y' are assumed to be convex closed and nonempty. 
In [10] with the problem (P) have been associated the following two problems: 
1) the displacement problem consisting in finding u E V such E that 

and 
2) the stress problem consisting in finding S E 1: such that 

where rx.: Y' -+ R is defined by 

a(T) = .z;(-L*T+l), Te Y', 
x; being the conjugate of Xs. 
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The following theorem characterizes the interrelation between solutions of the prob
lems (P), (Pu) and (Ps). 

THEOREM 3.1. [10]. The following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If (u, S) E Vx Y' is a solution of (P) then u is a solution of (Pu) and Sis a solution 

of (Ps). 
(ii) If u E V is a solution of (Pu) then there exists S E Y' such that (u, S) is a solution 

of(P). 
(iii) Let us assume in addition that on Y Korn' s type inequality holds, i.e. 

(3.1) IILvllr ~ cllvllv, VE V. 

Then, if S E Y' is a solution of (Ps) then there exists u E V such that (u, S) is a solution of 
(P). 

Theorem 3.1 implies immediately the following: 
REMARK 3.1. Suppose that the inequality (3.1) holds. Then the following conditions 

are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (P) has solutions: 

(ii) (P u) has solutions, 
(iii) (Ps) has solutions. 

From the condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 the necessary condition for the existence of solu
tions to the problem (P) can be easily derived. It can be expressed in the form 

(3.2) E n dom( oa.) ¥= 0. 

The above relation will be referred to as the compatibility condition for the displace
ment constraints, the stress constraints and the external forces acting at the body. 

Using the known results concerning maximal monotone mappings, [11], and Remark 
3.1 we can formulate the following existence theorem for (P): 

THEOREM 3.2. Let us suppose that the inequality (3.1) holds and that 

oxr+oa. 

is a maximal monotone mapping. Then the problem (P) has at least one solution (u, S) E 

E Ex E with the stress field S detremined uniquely. 
From Theorem 3.2 it follows that the existence solution problem of (P) reduces to the 

investigation conditions under which the sum of maximal monotone mappings oxr and 
oa. is again maximal monotone. 

3.2. Constraints for strains and stresses 

Now we shall consider the class of stationary problems in which both strains and 
stresses are restricted. As it is shown in Sect. 2.4, a problem of this kind consists in finding 
u E V, 8 0 E Y' and SR E Y' such that the following variational inequalities hold: 

(Q) 
{

L*(S0 +SR)-l = 0, 
Lu-KSo E ox.r(So), 
sR E oxr(Lu}, 
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where r c Y is assumed to be convex closed and such that dom(oxr) n ImL #= 0, (s) 
or, equivalently, 

Since, [13], 
(3.3) 

{
L*So-l E -L*oxrLu, 

Lu-KSo E oxx(So). 

L*oxrL c o(zro L), 

so with problem (Q) can be associated the problem of finding u E V and S0 E E such that 

{
L*So-l E·o(xro L)(u), 

(Q) 
Lu-KSo E oxx(So). 

The problem (Q) is not equivalent to (Q) because, in general, the mapping L*ox L is 
not maximal monotone. 

Note that xro L = XL-'r, where L-1r = {v E V: Lv EF} is closed convex and non

empty. Thus all results obtained in Sect. 3.1 hold also for the problem (Q). 
In particular, if 

(3.4) L*oxrL = o(zro L), 

(it is the case in which the mapping L*oxrL is maximal monotone) then the problems 

(Q) and (Q) are equivalent to each other. Thus, in this case, problems with constraints 

for strains and stresses, due to the equivalence between (Q) and (Q), can be analysed as 
problems with constraints for displacements and stresses. Consequently, all results obtained 
in Sect. 3.1 can be reformulated for problems with constraints for strains and stresses 
whenever Eq. {3.4) holds. The formulation of the corresponding theorems and proposi
tions is not difficult and therefore will be omitted here. 

3.3. Potential case 

Now we suppose that K is potential. It means that there exists the function y: Y'-+ R 
such that 

K = y', 

where y': Y' -+ Y is the derivative of y. 
Let us define the function 

f/J: Vx Y'-+ R 
by means of the formula 

f/J(v, T) = -y(T)-xx(T)+ [T, Lv]+xs(v)-(f, v), 

v E V, TE Y'. 

PRoPOSITION 3.1, [14]. The following conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (u, S) is a solution of (P); 
(ii) (u, S) is a saddle point of (/J, i.e. 

f/J(u,T)~f/J(u,S)~f/J(v,S), vEV, TEY'. 

(
5

) We use the symbols "dom" and "Im" to denote the effective domain and the range of the cor
responding mappings, respectively. 
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PRoPOSITION 3.1 allows us to conclude that if (u, S) is a solution of (P), then 

inf sup (])( v, T) = sup inf (])( v, T) = (])( u , S). 
ve V SeY' ve V TeY' 

Thus it is natural to consider the following problems: 

inf sup(])( v, T) 
ve V TeY' 

and 
sup inf (])( v, T), 
TeY' veV 

independently. It is easy to verify that 

inf sup (J)(v, T) = inf {(r+x.z:)*(Lv)+xs(v)-(f, v) }, 
ve V TeY' ve V 

(y + X.z:)*: Y--. R being the conjugate of y + X.z:, and 

sup inf (J)(v, T) = - inf {y(T)+ X.z:(T)+ a(T) }. 
TeY' ve V TeY' 

Hence we arrive at the following minimization problems for the displacement field u and 
the stress field S: 

(P.,) inf {(y+ X.z:)*(Lv}+ Xs(v)-(f, v)} 
reV 

and 

(P.} -inf {y(T)+x.z:(T)+a(T)}, 
TeY' 

respectively. It is easy to see that the problem (P.,) is the generalization of the well-known 

minimum potential energy principle and the problem (Ps) is the generalization of the 
minimum complementary energy principle. To this aid it suffices to put E = V and 1: = 
= Y' in (P,.} and (P,), respectively. 

It is important to know whether the existence of solutions to the minimization prob-

lems (P,.) and (P,) implies the existence of solutions to the problem (P). Results in this 
direction can be summarized in the following propositions, [14]: 

PRoPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that u e Vis a solution of (P.,). Then there exists S e Y' 
such that (u, S) is a solution of (P). 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let the inequality (3.1) be satisfied and let OX.z:+oa be maximal 

monotone. Then, if S e Y' is a solution of (P3 ), then there exists u e V such that (u, S) 
is a solution of (P). 

3.4. Variational problems for ideal locking materials 

This section is devoted to the study of the system of variational inequalities encoun
tered in problems in which constraints are imposed on strain field only. We consider such 
constraints which lead to, so-called, locking materials introduced by PRAGER in [16-17]. 
The existence solution problem will be investigated. 

Assume that 

v = fll(.Q)3, 

y = Y' = L2(.Q)C3X3), 
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where H1 (Q)3 is the space of all vector functions square integrable in Q together with 
their first partial derivatives and vanishing on a given part a 1 Q of the boundary ()Q ,. 

L2 (Q)< 3 x 3> is the space of all symetric tensor functions square integrable in !J. 
Here we are to deal with problems in which constraints are imposed on the strain 

field only. It is the case in which the set of all admissible stress fields coincides with the 
space L 2 (!J)<3 x 3 >, i.e. 

E = L2(!J)<3X3). 

To determine the set of all admissible strain fields let us denote by L1 a closed convex. 
nonempty subset of R< 3 x 3> such that 0 E L1 and intLJ =1= lj>, R< 3 x 3 > being the space of all 
symmetric real valued 3 X 3 matrices. Let r c L 2 (!J)< 3

X
3) be given by 

(3.5) 

By admissible strain fields we shall mean such elements of L2(!J)<3x 3> which have 

the form Lv for some v E ifl(!J)3 and L'l-' E r. 
If the body is subjected to the "dead" load IE (H1 (!J)3)' only, then the corresponding 

system of variational inequalities reduces to the form 

or, equivalently, 

{
L*(ALu+SR)-l = 0, 

sR E oxr(Lu), 

L*ALu-l E -L*oxr{Lu), 

where A is the inverse of K, i.e. A = K- 1 • In the sequel it is assumed that A is demicon
tinuous and strong monotone. 

It is convenient to reformulate (Q 1) to the equivalent form 

I

(L*ALu-l, v) = -(SR, Lv), v E Jfl(!J)3, 

(Q2) (L*ALu-l, u) ~ -(SR, E), E EF, 
LuEF, 

where (., .)8 1 and (. , .hl stand for the pairing over (H1 (Q)3)' x H1 (!J)3 and the inner 
product in L2 (!J)<3 x 3>, respectively. 

Since on if1(!J)3 Kom's inequality holds, A being demicontinuous and strong mo
notone, so by the known results for variational inequalities, [11, 13], the solution to the 

problem (Q1) exists for any IE (H1 (Q)3)' provided that L*oxrL is maximal monotone,. 
or, equivalently, L*oxrL = o(xr o L). Unfortunately, in the problem under considera
tion the forementioned equality does not hold. Thus, in general, the problem (Q 1) has no 

solution if if1(!J)3 and L2(Q)<3x 3> are taken as the displacement space and the stress 
space, respectively. 

The goal of further investigation is to find such spaces in which the constra~nts under 
consideration can be realized. To this end we shall consider, for any e > 0, the approxi-

mation problem (Q8 ) which consists in finding u E H1 (Q)3 and S E L2 (Q)<3 x 3> such that 

{
L*(ALu+SR)-l = 0, 

(Qs) SR E oxrs(Lu), 
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where 

for x e.Q)}, 

x e.Q. 

In the above relations W8 :R3 -+ R stands for the function having the following properties: 

W8 ~ 0, W 8 (X) = w.(- x), x E R3, W 6 is continuous, 

J W 8 (x)dx = 1, suppwa = {x llxll ~ e }. 
R' 

Note that replacing in (Q1) the set r by the approximation set rs we arrive at (Q8). 

Since, as it is shown in [15], 

nra=F, 
e>O 

the family {F. }.>o is a proper approximation of the set r. 
Now we shall assume the following hypothesis concerning the set F: 

(H) There exist an element u0 e fp (.0)3 and the closed convex nonempty subset J, 
Li c Ll, with dist (J, oLI) = ~ > 0 such that 

Lu0 (x) e L1 for a.e. x e .Q. 

Under the Hypothesis (H), Lu0 e intF8 , e > 0 [15]. Thus, as it is known, [13], the 
following equality has to hold: 

L*oxreL = o(xr.L). 

So the mapping L*oxraL is maximal monotone. Thus, under the above assumption, for 
any e > 0 the problem (Q8) has a solution. 

Let us denote by (u., SRs) e ifl(.Q)3 x L2 (.Q)< 3 x 3 > a solution to (Q8 ). It implies that the 
following relations hold: 

{
L*(ALu.+SRa)-l = 0, 

SRI! e Bxr,(Lu8). 

Denoting by Sa = ALu.+SRa' the above relations can be expressed as 

(3.6) 

l
(ALu 8 -S., E-Lua)Lz ~ 0, 

L*S.-l = 0 
Lus er .. 

PRoPOSITION 3.4. There exists a positive constant C, not depending on e, such that 

llu.IIH' ~C. 
P r o o f. Putting E = Lu0 e r. in the set (3.6) we arrive at the inequality 

(ALu 0 , Lu0 -Lua)Lz-(f, u0 -ua)H' ~ 0. 

Hence, using the strong monotonicity of A and Korn's inequality, we obtain 

(ALuo, Luo-Lu.)Lz-(f, u0 -u8)a' ~ (ALu 0 -ALu., Lu0 -Lus)Lz ~ clluo-u,lli1 • 
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From the above inequalities we easily obtain the boundedness of (u8 ). 

PRoPOSITION 3.5. Suppose, in addition, that A maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
Then there exists a positive constant C, not depending on e, such that 

IISRaiiL1 ~ C, 
(3.7) lfL*SRaii(H 1 )' ~ C, 

where II· !ILl is the norm in L 1(.Q)<3x3), given by 

IITIILl = J tr[Tsgn T]dv, T E L2(.Q)<3x3>. 
D 

Proof. Under Hypothesis {H) we have 

<5 
E0 , = Lu0 +JsgnS, eF. 

So E0 , E r,, [15], and consequently putting E = E0 , in the set {3.6) we obtain easily the 
following inequality: 

3 
I!SeiiLl ~--;) (L* ALu,-1, Uo-Ua)H'+(ALu, sgnS,)L2· 

Hence, by virtue of Proposition 3.4 and by the hypotheses for A, we obtain the boundedness 
of s, in L 1 (.Q)<3x3>. Since SR, = s,-ALu, and ALu, is bounded in L 2 {.Q)<3x3), so SRe has 
to be bounded in L1{.Q)<3x3>, too (.Q is bounded). The boundedness of L*SR, in (H1 (.Q)3)' 

follows immediately from the equality L*SR, = 1-L* ALu, and from Proposition 3.4. 
This ends the proof of Proposition 3.5. 

The boundedness of u, in jp (.Q)3 allows us to choose an infinite subsequence e,., e,. -+ O, 

such that u.,. converges weakly to some u E Ffl (.0)3 • It implies that Lu.,. converges weakly 
to Lu in L2(.Q)<3

X
3) and since Lu,,. er,,., we obtain, [15]: 

(3.8) Lu eF. 

By the boundedness of ALu,,. we can extract a subsequence, again denoted by ALu.,., 
converging weakly to some WE L 2(.Q)<3x3> 

{3.9) ALu,,.-+ W weakly in L 2 (.Q)< 3 x 3 >. 

Putting E = Lu E F c r.,. in the set (3.6), we obtain 

(ALu,,., Lu)L2-(j, u-u,,.)8 1 ~ (ALu,,., Lu,,.)L2· 
Hence 

lim sup (ALu,,., Lu.JL2 ~ (W, Lu)L2. 

Thus, by the known argument for maximal monotone mapping, [11] we conclude that 

W = ALu, 

(ALu,,., Lu.,.)L2-+ (ALu, Lu)L2 as e,.-+ 0. 

To investigate the stress problem let us introduce the following space (see also [18]): 

M(D) = {T E M(.Q)< 3
X

3>:L*T E (H1 (.Q)3)'}, 

where M(.Q) is the space of bounded measures on ti (the dual of C(D)). 
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From Proposition (3.5) it follows that the sequence SR,, is bounded in M(!J)< 3 x 3>. 

Since M(!J)< 3 x 3> is a dual space, so we can extract a subsequence of SR,., again denoted 

by SR'•' converging weak (star) to some element SR E M(!J)< 3 x 3>. 

(3.10) 

or, equivalently, 

J tr [SR,,E]dv--. J tr[SRE], VEE C(D)< 3 x3>. 
D D 

Using the boundedness of L*SR,. in H1 (!J)3 (Proposition 3.5) and taking into account the 
relation (3.10), we obtain the following estimation: 

IJ tr[SRLv]l ~ cllvll8 l, Vv E C1(lJ)3
, 

n 
which implies 

Thus S R E M(!J). 
By virtue of (Q2), for any e,. > 0 we have 

(3.11) 
{

(L*ALu,.-f, v)8 1 = -(SR'"' Lv)L2, 

(L * ALu, .. - J, u,,)8 1 ~ - (SR'•' E)L2, 
Lu, .. EF, ... 

Vv E FJl(D)l, 
VEEF, 

Now, taking into account Eqs. (3.7)-(3.10) we can pass to the limit with e,.--. 0 in the 
set (3.11). It yields 

(3.12) (L*ALu-j,u)8 1 ~- J tr[ESR], VEEFnC(tJ)flxJ>, 
:0 

LuEF. 

The obtained results can be summarized in the following 
THEoREM 3.3. Suppose that A is demicontinuous strong monotone and maps bounded 

sets into bounded sets. Let Hypothesis (H) holds. Then for any IE (H1 (D)3)' there exists 

u E H1(!J)3 and SR E M(!J) such that the set (3.12) is satisfied. 
Theorem 3.3 allows us to conclude that the constraints for strains determined by the 

set r, r given by Eq. (3.5), can be realized if H 1 (!J)3 and M(!J) are taken as the displace
ment space and the stress space, respectively. The solution of the pro~lem under con
sideration is understood in the sense given by the set (3.12). 

REMARK 3.2. We claim that if A is a linear continuous potential operator, then in fact, 

u,. converges strongly to u in H1 (!J)3 • To prove this fact let us note that under the abo
ve assumptions u, .. is a solution to the following minimization problem: 

(3.13) inf {llvll~ -(/, v) }, 
11eW111 
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where 

llvll! ~ J tr[ALvLv]dv 
D 

is the norm in H 1 (!J)3 which, due to the strong monotonicity of A and Korn's inequality, 
is equivalent to the usual norm II ·IIH~, 

Ws,. ~ {v E H(!J)3 Lv E rs,.}. 
Denoting by 

df 0 

W = {v e H 1(!J)3 Lv eF} 

and using the fact that rs. ::::> r, we obtain 

Ws,. ::::> W. 

Since u811 E W8,. and u e W, so by virtue of the problem (3.13) we get 

(3.14) llus,.ll!-(l,us,.)Ht ~ flull!-(l,u)Ht· 
From the lower semicontinuity of the mapping 

v~l[vll!-(l,v)Ht, veH 1(!:J) 3
, 

we deduce 
liminf (llus,.ll! -(1, Usn)Ht) ~ I lull~ -(1, u)Ht· 

The above inequality and the relation (3.14) imply 

lim llus,.ll~ = I lull~, 
which is equivalent to 

lim llus,.llfi~ = llullfi~. 

This last equality together with the weak convergence of U8 ,. to u leads to the strong con

vergence of U8 ,. to u in the space H 1(!J)3 since it is a Hilbert space. This ends the proof 
of Remark 3.2. 

REMARK 3.3 It is easy to observe that if 0 e int..1, then Hypothesis (H) is satisfied im
mediately. In this case as u0 we can put 0. 

REMARK 3.4. Let us denote by 

vd = {v E H 1(!J)3 vlatD = ud }, 
1 

ztl e H2(o1!J)3 being a given function, the set of all admissible displacement fields. By 
admissible strain fields we shall mean such elements of the form Lv e L 2 (!J)< 3 x 3 > that 
v E vd. Assume the following hypothesis: 

(W) There exists u0 E H 1(!J)3
, u0 la 1 a = ztl such that 

Lu0 (x) E J for a.e. x E Q, 

L1 is the same as in (H). 
The governing relations for problems with constraints defined above can be written 

in the form of the following system: 

{
L*(ALu+SR)-1 = 0, 

SR E oxr(Lu), 

where A(·) =A(· )+ALu0 , f = F-Lu0 , in which the basic unknowns are u e H1(!JY' 
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and SR E L2 (D)<3 x 3>. The above system has the same structure as that given by (Q1). Thus 
all results obtained for (Q1) can be easily reformulated for (Q~), and therefore will be 
omitted. 
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